10 Plagues Scavenger Hunt Details
By Sarah Binney, Rel/Ed VP
Introduction
Welcome Israelites from far and near,
God has a warning for Pharoah to hear.
Ten Plagues he will send to Egypt at nights,
Moses will help you deliver the frights.
But being a God, gentle and kind,
He has given Pharoah this chance to change his mind.
Find, you must, the plagues with tokens,
And let him know that God has spoken.
Find the tokens with the clues attached,
And deliver them to Pharoah with speed unmatched.

Clue Locations
Start/ Finish- Lounge ; Blood- Bench window sill; Frogs- Founders; Lice- The T; Beasts- Berger
Cattle Disease- Kitchen; Boils- Lounge; Hail- Sukkah Frame; Locusts-Library- Classroom;
Death Of first born- Sanctuary

Clue 1:
Outside the place where prayer is abundant,
You sit in front of it and practice your chant,
Some look through it completely distracted,
And all the while, light is refracted.

Clue 2:
This is the spot where food is inhaled
And after the prayers the sustenance is unveiled.
Adults come and fill up with spirits
Before the sanctuary they inhabit.

Clue 3:
A corridor filled with places of learning,
With so many doors that are constantly turning.
This is the end where the corridor turns,
And doors are made of sand that burns.

Clue 4:
Across from the wall made of glass,
When the service ends at last,
On the day when one becomes a man (or woman),
Here they celebrate what they worked hard to plan.

Clue 5:
Counters of metal and utensils so keen,
Some spots so filthy and some so clean,
Those who use it know their trade well,
While they tantalize the rest with a luscious smell.

Clue 6:
People come here to eat because the food is plentiful,
And those who use me are often youthful,
They come here learn and to hang with their friends,
And to take a break when Hebrew School ends.

Clue 7:
When fall comes around branches are placed here,
With fruits and paintings and corn by the ear.
But now that it is no longer Fall,
It has no roof or decorated wall.

Clue 8:
Here is where people go to read,
Don’t make a noise and take great heed.
This palace of books is also for pray,
On every single High Holiday.

Clue 9:
Students learn inside of me,
Listening to teachers and wanting to be free.
As Hebrew School stretches for many hour,
Its number is five plus one minus four.

Clue 10:
Here is the most holy spot,
In it there is prayer a lot.
Come to the place where the Rabbi will stand,
To reflect on the Holy Land.

